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The Use of Public Key Cryptography
in Communication System Design
Leonard M. Adleman AND Ronald L. Rivest

A public key cryptosystem can be synergistically combined with a
traditional system to obtain the best features of both approaches.

Abstroct-Since the time
of Caesar, cryptography has been
used inthe design of secure communications systems. Recently,
Diffie and Hellman [ Z ] have introduced a new type of cryptographic method, based on “trapdoor”functions, which promises
to be of great value in the design of such systems. We present a
review of public key cryptosystems, followed by examples of
communications systems which
make particularlyelegant useof
their properties.

I. A REVIEW OF PUBLIC KEY CRYPTOSYSTEMS

procedure D into whicha key K and a cipher textC may be
put in order to produce a message M.: D(K,C) = M. Any
such system has the following properties.
1) Decryption reverses ehcryption:

D(K,E(K,M))= M.
2 ) Itis“impractical”todecryptwithouttheappropriate key.

Public key cryptosystems were introduced by Diffie
and Hellman in[2] where the interested reader will find
a
complete, easily readable exposition. The reader already
familiar with such systems may prefer to skip tu the
examples in Section 111.
In a traditional (nonpublic key) cryptosystem therea is
general encryption procedure E into which a key K and a
message M may be put in order to produce
a cipher textC:
,formally E(K,M) = C. There is also a general decryption

In a traditional system, if party A wishes to communicate with party B over a tapped line, the following steps
are taken:
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Clearly, to maintain the security of such a system, the
key K must be kept secret.
A public key cryptosystem differs only slightly in overall plan from
a traditional system. There is
a general

1) A and B communicate a key K which is unknown to
all others (this may be accomplished via secure courier
fdr example).
2) A encrypts his message M using E and K and sends
the resulting ciphertext C = E(M,K) to B.
3 ) B uses D and K to regain the message M = D(K,C).

For a more extensive discussionof the various public key
cryptosystems, see the paper by Hellman in this issue.
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encryption procedureE into whicha key K and a message
M may be put to produce’a cipher text
C = E(K,M). There
is also a general decryption procedure
D which takes
cipher text and keys and produces messages. .However,
unlike the traditional system in which the same key is
used to encrypt and decrypt, ainpublic key system each
key K used to e.ncrypt hasa mate K’ # K which is used to
decrypt. From now on we will denote the key used to
e n c r y p t b y K ~ a n d t h e o n e u s e d t o d e c rKD..
y p t As
b y with
a traditional system we want the following properties:

present an outlineof the double system due to Rivest
aJ. et
[6]. The interested reader is encouraged to see [6] since
important details are omitted here in order to facilitate
the exposition.

In addition, we will require the following properties:
c) It is practical (easy on
a computer) to generate mated
pairs <KE,KD>.
d ) It is “impractical” to obtain KD from KE.

1) To establish a mated pair KE and KD, the user first
produces three large prime numbers p, q , a n d e. He next
computes a number d such that d . e has a’remainderof 1
whendividedby(p
- 1) . ( q - 1) (i.e., de = 1 MOD
( ( p - l ) ( q - 1))). KE is the pair of numbers<e,n> and KD
is the pairof numbers<d,n> where n = p . q. (It is important thatn be the resultof multiplying p times q and notp
and q themselves.)
2 ) Theencryptionprocedure
E takes a message M
(thought of a s a binary number, say in ASCII) and an
encryption key K E = <e,n> and produces the cipher text
C by raising M to the elh power and taking the remainder
when divided by n ( C = Me MOD (n)).
3 ) The decryption procedure D takes a cipher text C
and a decoding keyK D = <d,n> and decrypts by raising
C
to the dlh power and taking the remainder when divided
by n (M = Cd MOD (n)).

It is property d j which is the source of a public key
cryptosystem’s somewhat paradoxical properties.
If A wishes to communicate with B over a tapped line
using a public key cryptosystem, the following steps are
taken:

q, a n d e , of comFast methods of finding large primes p,
puting the appropriate d from them, and of encrypting
and decrypting are given in [6]. Also see [6] for examples
’
and arguments concerning the security
of thisdouble
public key system;

a) Decryption reverses encryption:
D(KD,E(KE,M)) = M.
b)Itis“impractical”todecryptwithouttheappropriate key. (In particular K E cannot be used to decrypt:
D[KE,E[K,,M)) # M. )

1) B generates an encryption key& and its decryption
key mate KD. KD is kept by.B and remains unknown to all
others including A.
2) B sends KE to A (the tapped line will suffice here
since KE need not be kept secret).
3 ) A encrypts his message M using E and KEand sends
the resulting ciphertext C = E(KE,M) to B.
4 ) B uses K D and D to
decrypt
C and
obtain
M = D(KD,C).

111. EXAMPLES OF THE USE OF PUBLIC KEY

CRYPTOSYSTEMS
A. Read Only Communications

This application comes from an article by Gina Bara
Kolata which appeared recently in Science’ [4].
As partof the Nuclear Test Band Treaty it has been suggested that seismographic devices be buried in Russian
soil to monitor earth tremors and thereby detect nuclear
Notice that the securityof this system does not depend
activity (no doubt Russian devices would be placed in the
on keeping K E secret. Even if KE is publicly revealed, the
U.S.
aswell).Apparently,thetechnologyexists
for
security of the system is not endangered, since we have
implanting
the
devices
and
making
them
tamperproof;
demanded
that
decrypting
w’ith
KE will
not
work
however, there isa concern over the security
of the trans(D(KE,E(KE,M)= M), and it is “impractical” to obtainK D
of protectingthe
from KE. It is for this reason that the term “public key”is missionsfromthem.Somemethod
transmissions from unauthorized insertion and deletion
used.
is necessary lest false transmissions indicatinga halcyon
For subtler applications (e.g., signatures [Z],[6]) public
key cryptosystems with additional properties are needed.state be sent while in fact testing is taking place. The:
obvious answer is for the U S . to encrypt the transmisIn particular
sions thereby inhibiting tampering. Unfortunately, this
e) Encryption reverses decryption
creat‘es a new problem since Russia has no assurance that
onlyseismicinformationandnot“spy”dataisbeing
transmitted. Simple monitoring will not help since the
Russians cannot read the encrypted transmissions. In one
f ) Itis“impr.actica1”toencryptwithouttheappropriate key. (In particular KD cannot be used to encrypt:
proposedsolution,basedontraditionalcryptography,
Russia would record the encrypted transmissions, thenat
D(KD,E(KD,M))# M.)
g) It is “impractical” to obtain KE from K D .
the end of each month the United States would surrender
the encoding key used that month, enabling Russia to conFor obvious reasons we will calla system with properfirm in retrospect that only legitimate information was
ties a)-g) a “double public key cryptosystem”.
sent. Apparently, in these circles
a month lag time is
unsatisfactory, and any attempt to make the key ex11. A N EXAMPLE OF A DOUBLE PUBLIC KEY
change more frequent creates unacceptable key manageCRYPTOSYSTEM
ment risks.
Several public key cryptosystems have been proposed
‘The schemedescribed may be due to Gus Simmons of Sandia.
in response to the Diffie-Hellman paper [5],[6]. Below we
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The solution to the problem makes use
of the special
properties .of a double public key cryptosystem. In this
solution, the United States generates
a mated pairof keys
Kg a n d KD. KDis revealed to Russia(so in this system &is
the “public key”] while KE is secured inside the seismographic device. All transmissions are encoded using KE.
Since both theU S . and Russia have the decoding key
KD,
each can monitor and decode the resulting outputs. However, Russia has not been given the private encoding key

The ATM storesR , encrypts the message “This.is ATMx
the current transaction number isR” using KE, and sends
the resulting ciphertext to the central computer. The computer decrypts the ciphertext usingKD and stores R. R is
then used asa key ina traditional (or public key) cryptosystem for encrypting and decrypting all communications between the computer and the’ATM until
a new
transaction begins, at which time the ATM independently generates a new R and the process begins anew.
Two rules govern the use of the keys
a)Thecentralcomputerignoresallmessagesit
receives which are encrypted using
KE except those of the
Extremelyhighencryptionrateswithout
the
form “This is
ATM-the
current transaction number is
problems of key distribution can be achieved by
(we are not assuming the computer can distinguish
combiningtraditional
systemswith
publickey
messages (even in the correct form) whichcomefromreal
cryptosystems.
ATM’s and those which come from intruders].
b) The ATM ignores all messages it receives except
those encrypted under the current R
Surprisingly the key distribution problems have been
KE, cannot obtain it from KD, and therefore is unable to
solved.
Even if the encryption keyKEis publicly revealed,
tamperwiththetransmissions.Thus,Russiahasthe
it is of no value in defeating the system.If a prospective
facility to read the encrypted language, but not to write
it,
’
and apparently all design constraints have been satisfied.thief knows KE, how could he cause money to be issued by
the ATM? He does not know the current R since it has
only appeared on the line encrypted using
K ~ a n he
d does
B. Securing Automatic Teller Machines
not know the decryption keyKD. By rule a] he can useKE
This system was designed by researchers at Interbank. in just one way, to send the computer an encrypted mesAutomatic teller machines are in widespread use in this sage “This is ATM
x the current transaction number R”’
is
country. Twenty-four hoursa d a y a user can approacha
for some R’ of his choice. This will cause the computer to
machine (usually located on the external wall of a bank)
begin communicating with the ATM using R’instead
of R,
and using a protocol typically involving passwords and
but by rule b), the ATM will steadfastly ignore all mesmagnetic cards cause the deviceto deliver cash. Usually
sages encrypted under R’ and will therefore not release
the ATM is connected via telephone lines to
a central
money.
computerwhichdoesbookkeeping,and,whenapproThis example illustrates how public key and traditional systems can be synergistically combined.A tradipriate conditions are met, transmits commands for the
tionalsystemmaypossessvaluableproperties(for
release of money from the ATM. While there are issues
of
example, extremely high encrypti0.n rates) unavailable in
security concerning the use of passwords and magnetic
cards, these will not concern us. We are interested in sepublic key systems, but the traditional system may also
curing the line between the ATM and the central compuhave associated problems (for example, key distribution)
teragainstinsertion
of messageswhichwillcause
which can be solved using public key methods.
illegitimate release of cash from the ATM. A traditional
system of encryption along the lines works well here.
C. Distribution of Session Keys
Each ATM shares a key with the central computer, and
this is used to encrypt along the line, thus inhibiting
A recentreportbytheMITRECorporation
[7] has
insertions. Unfortunately, this solution has associated
dramatized the insecurity of telephone communications
key distribution problems. How is the key brought to the
by revealing the ease with which microwave transmisATM? Transmission in the clear over telephone lines is
sions can be monitored. Apparently, for approximately
obviouslyunacceptable.Deliverybycouriersinvites
$55 000 ($35 per line) an entire microwave link can be
bribery and theft. Hard wiring of the key at the time the
or delete messages in an
tapped (the ability to insert
ATM is built creates security problems in the manufacundetectable manner is probably vastly more expensive).
turing environment, and does not allow for key changes.
In response to this threat, several systems using tradiThe solution proposed by the researchers at Interbank
tional encryption have been developed
[ 11 ,[3]. Typically,
makes elegant use of public key techniques. The central
these systems involve the use of a hierarchy of keys: A
computer generates a mated pair of keys KE and KD. KDis
“masterkey”whichremainsfixedforlongperiods
kept by the central computer and security measures must
(months or years) and “session keys” which are used for
be taken to keep it secret. Each ATM is provided with the
shorter periods (hoursor days). A typical system for link
corresponding public key KE. Since the security of the
encryption would involve the following steps:
system will not depend on keeping KE secret, there is no
seriousproblem in- distributing itto the ATM’s. At the
1) A singlemasterkeyissecurelydistributedtoeach
onset of a commercial transaction, the ATM generates a
node in the system (alternatively a different master key
can be used f o p each pair of nodes).
random number R to be used for this transaction only.’
2 ) When a session begins, say oncea day, session keys
’There are technical problems involved in generating random
numbers
which
must
be considered
the
in
implementation
of
are
generated
and distributed
to
the
nodes
such a system.
isprocess
Thiskey.
master
the
encryption
with
under
~

~

~~
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